Animals

WORKSHEET A

Exercise 1
Match the questions (1–10) with the answers (a–k).
1. What, according to some people, was the butterfly originally called?
2. Which animal’s tongue is twice as long as its body?
3. How many teeth does the average mosquito have?
4. What is a group of kangaroos called?
5. Which is the only bird that can fly backwards?
6. Which animal sleeps with one eye open?
7. How many eggs does the average hen lay each year?
8. What is a young beaver called?
9. Which animal’s eye is bigger than its brain?
10. Which animal’s food passes through its brain on the way to its stomach?

a) kitten
b) 227
c) 47
d) squid
e) hummingbird
f) chameleon
g) dolphin
h) flutterby
i) mob
j) ostrich
k) none

Exercise 2
Prepare a multiple-choice quiz for Team B. Use the questions and answers from
Exercise 1. Be creative! You can change the questions as well as creating answer
options.
Example:

1. What was the butterfly originally called?
a) milkfly
b) butterbean
c) flutterby ()
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Animals

WORKSHEET B

Exercise 1
Match the questions (1–10) with the answers (a–k).
1. What is a young kangaroo called?
2. How tall (in metres) is the average giraffe?
3. A newborn panda is about the size of which animal?
4. Which animal’s skin is black?
5. How many ants (in millions) are there for every human on Earth?
6. Which animal doesn’t sleep?
7. Which animal can clean its ears with its tongue?
8. A grizzly bear can run twice as fast as which animal?
9. Which animal are you most likely to attract if you eat a banana?
10. Which animal can’t stick its tongue out?
a) monkey
b) giraffe
c) mosquito
d) mouse
e) horse
f) crocodile
g) polar bear
h) joey
i) five
j) one
k) ant

Exercise 2
Prepare a multiple-choice quiz for Team A. Use the questions and answers from
Exercise 1. Be creative! You can change the questions as well as creating answer
options.
Example:

1. What is a young kangaroo called?
a) springer
b) joey
( )
c) roo-roo
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